We demonstrate the success in self-assembling pyrene-modified Dawson Wells-type polyoxometalates (POM) with single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) by means of π-π interactions. In this context, the immobilization of POMs onto SWCNTs is corroborated by aberration-corrected highresolution electron microscopy, thermogravimetric analysis, and Raman spectroscopy. From steady-state and time-resolved photophysical techniques we derived evidence for mutual interactions between SWCNTs and POMs in the excited states. The latter are the inception to a charge transfer from the 10 SWCNTs to the POMs. Our results corroborate the suitability of POM-SWCNTs assemblies for photoactive molecular devices.
Introduction.
Tailoring hybrid nanostructures offers substantial advantages over the use of "classic" bulk solids as their use as building- 15 blocks may permit downscaling the costs associated with more conventional technologies. 1 Moreover, nanostructure design enables integrating molecular and bulk electronic structures into sophisticated architectures with variable degree of complexity. The latter can be processed more easily and allows fine-tuning of 20 the chemical and physical properties that arise at the nanoscale. In the context of nanoelectronics, single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) have emerged as ideal one-dimensional wires on account of their unique electronic features, large specific surface areas, high mechanical strength, and remarkable chemical 25 robustness. 2 Hence, they have been implemented into practical devices in the areas of spintronics, 3 optoelectronics, 4 energy storage, 5 field-effect transistors (FETs) 6 or sensors. 7 Polyoxometalates (POMs) are an archetypical family of inorganic polynuclear metal-oxo nanoclusters. 8 8- and suggested that the magnetic response of the clusters was retained after their grafting. 13 More recent reports illustrate the potential benefits of these assemblies in catalysis 14 or molecular cluster batteries. 15 18, 19 The covalent approach renders stronger interactions between the organic and the inorganic components besides better control over the structure of the hybrids. 20 Although covalent or electrostatic interactions provide 60 strong SWCNT-POM coupling, they also affect the electronic properties of the nanotubes as result of the introduction of defects to the original sp 2 structure. 21 Supramolecular π-π grafting affords a strong contact within the carbon-based hybrids, whilst leaving the electronic properties of SWCNTs intact, featuring as the best 65 choice for the fabrication of photoactive assemblies. In particular, Pyrene (Pyr) and pyr derivatives enable strong interactions within carbon-based hybrids without affecting the electronic properties of SWCNTs, including ballistic conductance and optical transitions. Previous studies have demonstrated the versatility of 70 this polyaromatic hydrocarbon to facilitate the grafting of a wide variety of molecular building blocks like redox-active transition metal complexes, 22 single molecule magnets, 23 phthalocyanines, 24 quantum dots, 25 and even DNA to the sidewalls of SWCNTs. 26 Built upon these considerations, the use of POMs 75 derivatized with pyr as anchoring groups could give rise to stable hybrids, whose stability might be further increased by a nanotweezer-like geometry (i.e. when two or more aromatic units are involved in the binding with the SWCNTs). 27 The strong coupling between pyr and the nanotubes' sidewalls is also 20 In this work, we report the preparation, characterization and electronic communication in photoactive SWCNT-POM hybrids, which incorporate Dawson-Wells-type POMs bearing 10 pendant pyrenes (POM-pyr; Fig.1 ) to enable their grafting onto SWCNTs via π-π interactions. POM-pyr was designed to feature a nanotweezers-like geometry that reinforces the coupling between the two anchoring pyrenes and SWCNTs to maximize the stability of the resulting hybrids. 27 15 Our photophysical investigations suggest that the use of fully conjugated organic moieties grafted to the POMs is decisive to trigger an efficient electronic communication between the different constituents, with SWCNTs and POMs acting as electron donors and acceptors, respectively. Combination of this 20 feature with the ability of POMs to undergo multiple reductions renders the described SWCNT-POM hybrids as versatile electron reservoir for catalysis.
Results and discussion.
Synthesis of SWCNT-POM hybrids. The synthesis of the 25 tetrabutylammonium salt of the pyrene-derivatized DawsonWells polyoxometalate (TBA) 6 [P 2 W 17 O 61 {O(Si-phenyl-ethynylpyrene) 2 }] (POM-pyr; Fig.1 ) was prepared as previously described by Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction of an iodo aryl POM intermediate with an alkynyl pyrene derivative. 31 The
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SWCNT-POM hybrids are prepared by adding POM-pyr to a fresh dispersion of commercial grade SWCNTs (i.e., HiPco ® and Elicarb ® SWCNTs) in DMF, which is left to settle overnight (Scheme 1). The solid is then collected by centrifugation and filtration, followed by thorough washing with DMF and 35 acetonitrile to ensure removal of the excess of non-grafted POMpyr.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). TGA was firstly used to confirm the functionalization of SWCNTs (Fig. SI1) . Thermal 40 decomposition of the hybrid is dominated by the nanotubes' response. Bare SWCNTs oxidize in a single, narrow process centered at 580 ºC, whereas SWCNT-POM displays, on one hand, in the temperature regime up to 500 ºC a thermal decomposition at 450 ºC and, on the other hand, in the 45 temperature regime beyond 500 ºC a similar thermal stability than SWCNTs. As such, this behavior is governed by the presence of immobilized POM-pyr, whose organic moieties and ammonium counterions start to decompose at 350 ºC for the starting TBA salt. The latter does not exert significant damage to the SWCNT 50 structure, which is generally associated to poorer thermal stability due to the introduction of defects. 32 According to the calculations described in Fig. SI1 , the remaining mass of the SWCNT-POM hybrids with respect to the pristine SWCNTs is estimated to be close to 10% (1 POM-pyr unit per 4600 carbon atoms). However, it remains difficult to establish exact atom-by-atom correlation between the observed projection and the structure of 15 POM-pyr. The following aspects need careful consideration. On one hand, from analyzing just a single image we cannot differentiate between a bright spot that corresponds to a single atom or to two atoms, which are aligned or partially overlapped in the direction of the optical axis. On the other hand, several 20 orientations of the SWCNT-POM hybrids may result in similar projections relative to the plane perpendicular to the incident electron beam.
Electron tomography experiments could not be performed because of the instability of the POM structure caused 25 by the interaction with the electron beam. Besides, SWCNTs are more easily distinguished in the BF image (Fig. 2, right) . The latter confirms the heterogeneous distribution of objects along SWCNTs composed of species with heavy atoms and with sizes of approximately 1.2 nm, in excellent agreement with the 30 dimensions of the Dawson-Wells-type POMs.
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
. XPS was also used to determine the presence of POM-pyr in SWCNT-POM hybrids and to rule out changes in its chemical nature upon Physicochemical properties. Upfront we tested POM-pyr and its 10 relevant references in oxidative and reductive processes -a full account is given in references 16 and 31. Given that standard electrochemical measurements, like cyclic voltammetry, etc. are reported in the aforementioned papers, we focused our investigation onto spectroelectrochemical measurements. In 15 particular, we applied variable potentials in either the reductive or the oxidative ranges and recorded the absorption spectra in given intervals. Notably, differential spectra rather than absolute spectra are shown to illustrate the spectral changes. Thus, in POM-pyr the two first reduction (-0.73V and -1.14V vs SCE) are POM 20 centred, while the oxidation (ca. 1.3 V vs SCE) involves pyr. In terms of differential absorption changes, applying a potential of +0.9 V vs. Ag/AgNO 3 has been shown to oxidize quasi-reversibly pyr and pyrene-1-methanol, which due its functionalization serves a reference to POM-pyr in the form of newly developing 25 minima at 308, 322, and 336 nm for the earlier as well as 315, 328, and 344 nm for the latter in TBAPF 6 containing DMF solutions (either 0.1 or 0.2 M) (Fig. SI4) . These are accompanied by maxima at 360, 400, 430, and 457 nm for pyr and at 362, 375 and 396 nm for pyrene-1-methanol. In the case of POM-pyr, 30 where the oxidation leads to irreversible changes, a bleaching of the sharp maxima at 300, 369, and 392 nm occur, which are accompanied by broad and still defined features throughout the 400-500 nm range (Fig. SI4) .
In contrast, when applying a potential of -0.8 V vs Ag- 35 wire as pseudo reference electrode, discernible changes can be observed, which are related to the filling of electronic d-states, and includes a sharp and a broad maximum between 400 and 550 nm and between 600 and 1200 nm, respectively (Fig. 4) (Fig. 5) . 35, 37 The absence of appreciable shifts, which are also seen in the absence of POM-pyr, between the earlier and the latter, leads us to rule out the presence of electronic interactions in the ground state of HiPco SWCNT-POM hybrids. Previous studies have revealed red shifts of up to 65 30 nm. 38 It is worthwhile highlighting that DMF solutions of POM-pyr present a shoulder at 350 nm and maxima at 368 and 392 nm in their absorption spectra. Similarly, the absorption spectrum of HiPco SWCNT-POM displays maxima at 350, 368 and 390 nm, which are, therefore, attributed to the presence of 70 POM-pyr that are immobilized onto HiPco.
Next, the fluorescence features of HiPco SWCNT/SDBS and HiPco SWCNT-POM hybrids were investigated. In particular, HiPco SWCNT-POM display E 11 75 fluorescence maxima at 1076, 1127, 1212, 1295 and 1437 nm -(10,2), (9,4), (8, 6) , (8, 7) and (9,7) SWCNTs -when exciting at 650 nm (Fig. 6) . Owing to the fact that the fluorescent features of HiPco SWCNT-POM hybrids mirror image the corresponding ground state absorption, we associate both processes to the fundamental transitions across the band gap. Contrasting the fluorescence of the SWCNT-POM hybrids with that of SWCNT/SDBS at equal absorbances at the excitation wavelength sheds light onto the mutual interactions via either radiative or 5 non-radiative decays in the SWCNT-POM hybrids (Fig. 6) . To this end, HiPco SWCNT-POM hybrids reveal an energetic shift of the fluorescent transitions in the form of red-shifted maxima relative to those seen for HiPco SWCNT/SDBS. For HiPco SWCNT/SDBS, maxima at 1054, 1113, 1174, 1268, and 1376 nm 10 were measured, which correspond to (10,2), (9, 4) , (8, 6) , (8, 7) and (9,7) SWCNTs, respectively. 37 We rationalize a redistribution of electron density from SWCNTs to the electron-accepting POM-pyr to be responsible for the noted shift to lower energies. Examination of the 15 fluorescence intensities (Fig. 7) prompts to approximately 90% quenching of the HiPco SWCNTs features. Regarding the electron accepting and electron donating features of POM-pyr and SWCNTs, respectively, we hypothesize that the fluorescence quenching is due to a non-radiative singlet excited state 20 deactivation in the form of an electron transfer process from the photoexcited SWCNT to the POM with energies of equal or less than 1.2 eV (Fig. 8) . 16, 38 The relative excited state energies of SWCNTs and POMs were determined based on the long wavelength absorption and short wavelength fluorescence as ~ 25 1.2 and ~ 3.0 eV, respectively. These contradict, however, to the feasibility of an energy transfer, which would be thermodynamically uphill. Moreover, we have no particular evidence for an energy transfer between different SWCNTs. The latter is taken from the fact that the fluorescence of (10,2), (9,4), 30 (8, 6) , (8, 7) , and (9,7) SWCNTs are equally quenched.
Electronic interactions in HiPco SWCNT-POM hybrids were corroborated by Raman experiments. Here, the most important SWCNT signatures which are, RBM (~ 300 cm POM with respect to HiPco SWCNT/SDBS as well as in the solid without evidencing loss in resonance. For example, the G and 2D modes of HiPco SWCNTs shift from 1590 ± 2 to 1592 ± 2 cm -1 and from 2548 ± 2 to 2552 ± 2 cm -1 , respectively (Fig. 9) .
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This leaves no doubt that interactions are indeed operative between SWCNTs and POM-pyr but only in the excited state. Augmentation of electronic interactions in the ground state through, for example, charge transfer is ruled out, since no additional features are superimposed on the G band.
To determine the dynamics of the ultrafast excited state deactivation in HiPco SWCNT-POM hybrids, which was inferred from the fluorescence assays (vide supra), we employed 5 transient absorption spectroscopy. In reference experiments, photoexcitations of POM-pyr (Fig. SI5) and HiPco SWCNT/SDBS (Fig. SI6) were probed at 387 nm. For POMpyr, centered excited states are generated instantaneously upon photoexcitation.
The corresponding spectral characteristics 10 include transient maxima at 525, 630, 700, 1130, and 1350 nm and are assigned to higher lying excited states. In line with this assignment is the fact that an overall short lifetime of 2 ± 0.2 ps transforms these into maxima at 515, 600, 920, 1090, and 1290 nm. From here, we note a biphasic decay. On one hand, after a infrared regions, where absorptive transitions of semiconducting SWCNTs appear, respectively (Fig. SI6) . (Fig. 10) . In addition, maxima are 20 noted at 475, 495, 535 and 820 nm. In fact, lifetimes of 25 ± 4 and 1600 ± 100 ps were derived from a multiwavelength analysis, which strongly evoke charge separation and charge recombination. Evidence for the charge transfer hypothesis, that is, charge separation and charge recombination, was learnt from 25 fine structured maxima in the visible and the near-infrared at 475, 525, 585, 615, 690, 1255, 1375, and 1525 nm, which feature weak positive differential absorption changes. In addition, broad maxima are discernable in the 700 to 1200 nm range, in general, and the 850 nm maximum, in particular. In agreement with 30 previous spectroelectrochemical experiments, we assign the earlier to oxidized SWCNTs, while the latter bear great resemblance with reduced POM-pyr.
Experimental
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Synthesis.
General Synthetic Remarks. Elicarb Single Walled Nanotubes (SWCNTs) were purchased from Thomas Swan Co. LTD. and HiPco SWCNTs were purchased from Unidym Inc. The samples were filtered employing a vacuum filter funnel pore size 3, and Synthesis of SWCNT-POM hybrid. 6 mg of SWCNTs were dispersed in 24 mL of DMF by applying ultrasounds during 30 minutes (Brandsonic 5510). Afterwards, 8mg of POM-pyr were added to the above mixture and the slurry stirred during 4 hours. Then, the mixture was left to settle down during one night, and 50 the nanotubes were washed by dispersing them first with DMF and secondly with acetonitrile with the aid of ultrasounds. Finally, SWCNT-POM were isolated by filtering through a nylon membrane filter (0.2 µm pore size) and washing them with acetonitrile and with ethanol. Systems with 200 nJ laser energy. Steady-state fluorescence spectra were taken from samples with a with a FluoroLog3 spectrometer (Horiba) with a IGA Symphony (5121 1 µm) detector in the NIR detection range. The Raman spectra were recorded with a FT-Raman spectrometer RFS100 (Bruker).
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Spectroelectrochemical measurements. All experiments were carried out in deoxygenated DMF purchased from Sigma Aldrich with 0.1 M or 0.2 M TBAPF 6 (Sigma Aldrich) as supporting electrolyte. All chemicals were used without further purification. For spectroelectrochemical measurements, a quartz cell with an 90 optical pathway of 1 mm or a home made three neck cell was used in combination with an three electrode setup. A platinum gauze served as working electrode, a platinum wire as counter electrode and a Ag/AgNO 3 in Acetonitrile was chosen as reference electrode. In case of the three neck cell, Ag/AgNO 3 was 95 replaced by a silver wire serving as quasi reference electrode. Changes in Absorption were monitored either by a Speccord S600 (Analytik Jena) spectrometer or a Cary 5000 spectrometer (Varian) Potentials were applied and controlled by means of an PGSTAT 100 101 potentiostat from Methrom © and the corresponding software NOVA 1.6 © .
Conclusions
Pyrene-appended Dawson-Wells-type polyoxometalates have been successfully immobilized onto SWCNTs by means of non-105 covalent forces. Non-covalent functionalization relies on the presence of π-π interactions between the sidewalls of SWCNTs and the π-conjugated pyrene, which afford stable suspensions of strongly coupled SWCNT-POM hybrids. Formation of the hybrids was confirmed with high-resolution electron microscopy,
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XPS experiments, and thermogravimetric analysis. From the latter we estimate a loading of at least 1 POM-pyr per 4600 carbon atoms, which corresponds to a 10 % coverage. Our photophysical studies confirm electron transfer from the photoexcited SWCNTs to the grafted polyoxometalate. The 115 dynamics of the process, studied by transient absorption spectroscopy, reveal the appearance of metastable characteristics of oxidized SWCNTs and reduced POM-pyr. This is quite remarkable, as both components, POM-pyr and SWCNTs are commonly used as electron acceptors. Our results demonstrate 5 the potential of SWCNTs and POM-pyrs for the design of photoactive molecular devices, which alongside the ability of POMs to undergo multiple reduction reactions with minor structural changes, qualify them as promising electron reservoirs for the design of advanced dyads. 10 
